Background
==========

Generally, cancer classification has been based primarily on the morphological appearance of the tumor, but tumors with similar histopathological appearance can follow significantly different clinical courses and show different responses to therapy. Current microarray technology (such as high density oligonucleotide arrays and cDNA arrays) enables researchers to partially overcome this limitation, by enabling tumor subclass identification through global gene expression analysis. Research in this direction has gained wide attention, as illustrated by molecular classification of various clinical samples, such as in acute leukemia, human cancer cell lines and brain tumors \[[@B9],[@B12],[@B16]\], and in tumor subclass prediction, e.g. in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and breast cancer \[[@B1],[@B18]\]. Several analytical approaches have been applied for this task, such as k-nearest neighbours, weighted voting \[[@B9]\], support vector machines \[[@B23]\], partial least squares \[[@B14]\], hierarchical clustering, artificial neural networks \[[@B12]\], and supervised clustering \[[@B5]\]. Even if these approaches show promising results, classification of clinical samples remains a challenging task due to the complexity and high dimensionality of microarray gene expression data \[[@B6]\].

In this paper, we propose two novel classification models: A combination of optimally selected Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), followed by Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCC) and the use of pair-wise Fisher\'s linear discriminant (PFLD). The SOM approach has previously been successfully applied in microarray data analysis \[[@B19]\]. Here, we introduce a new statistical procedure (a stress function) to automatically estimate the boundaries of SOM reference vectors to generate optimally selected SOM. The aim of applying this SOM procedure in the current model is to find map units that can represent the configuration of the input dataset, and at the same time to achieve a continuous mapping from the input gene space to a lattice. The Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCC) algorithm is the fuzzy equivalent of the \"hard\" k-means clustering, where the assignment of fuzzy membership values can serve as a confidence measure in tumor classification. The Fisher\'s linear discriminant is a general method in discrimination analysis, which searches for good separation between groups by finding the maximal ratio of the between-group-sum of squares to the within-group-sum of squares. The cross validation of the selected feature is accomplished by a newly developed pair-wise version of Fisher\'s linear discriminant \[[@B10]\]. The performance of the proposed models was illustrated on four publicly available microarray datasets: leukemia (2 classes) \[[@B9]\], colon cancer (2 classes) \[[@B2]\], brain tumors (5 classes) \[[@B16]\] and NCI cancer cell lines (8 classes) \[[@B17]\], which all have been studied by a number of authors. The last three data sets are well known for their high misclassification rates \[[@B6]\]. Finally, a systematic learning of the internal structure of different tumor classes from microarray expression data has been carried out in this paper.

Results
=======

In the following sections, we demonstrate the performance of the two suggested models using four microarray data sets: (1) leukaemia <http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/cancer/publications/pub_menu.cgi>; (2) colon cancer <http://microarray.princeton.edu/oncology/affydata/index.html>; (3) brain tumors <http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/mpr/CNS/>; and (4) cancer cell lines from the NCI60 data set <http://genome-www.stanford.edu/nci60/>. All data sets are publicly available. In this work, the search of optimal number of SOM reference vectors was increased from 2 to 1120 and is demonstrated in figure ([1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The feature map units selected by model one (manual feature selection) marked by light green square as shown in figure ([2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and the empirical cumulative distribution of the significant score d~E~of feature genes (clustered in feature map units) shown in figure ([3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Stress as a function of SOM reference vectors in model one.a)**Leukemia data set. **b)**Colon data set. **c)**Brain tumor data set. **d)**NCI60 cancer cell line data set. In each plot, the optimal number of SOM reference vectors was marked by red vertical line and the number of SOM reference vectors was indicated by red text.](1471-2105-4-60-1){#F1}

![**Weighted/mean SOM component plane.a)**Weighted component planes of ALL and AML type of tumors in leukemia data set. **d)**Mean component planes of Normal and Tumor colon tissues in colon data set. **c)**Weighted component planes of MD, Mglio, Rhab, Ncer and PNET type of tumors in brain tumor data set. **d)**Weighted component planes of CNS, Renal, Breast, NSCLC, Ovarian, Leukemia, Colon and Melanoma type of cancer cell lines in NCI60 data set. In each plot, feature map units that identified by the manual feature selection of model one were marked by light green squares and detailed information of selected SOM map units can be found in our web supplement \[[@B22]\]. The color scale of weighted/mean component plane represented the expression level of SOM reference vectors, where red indicates high expression and green indicates low expression](1471-2105-4-60-2){#F2}

![**Empirical cumulative distribution of the significant scores d~E~.a)**Leukemia data set. **b)**Colon data set. **c)**Brain tumor data set. **d)**NCI60 cancer cell line data set. In each plot, the percentage of F(d~E~) that maximizes the classification performance was marked by red smooth line.](1471-2105-4-60-3){#F3}

Leukemia data
-------------

The data set used here is an acute leukemia data set published by Golub et al. The original training data set consisted of 38 bone marrow samples, containing 27 acute lymphoblastic leukemias (ALL) and 11 acute myeloid leukemias (AML). The independent (test) data set contained 20 ALL and 14 AML cases. The gene expression intensities were obtained from Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide microarrays, containing probes for 6817 genes. A variation filtering procedure \[[@B9]\] was applied to the raw gene expression values before log transformation of the ratios. The data were further standardized to have a mean ratio of zero and variance of one across samples.

In figure ([1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we illustrate the results of using a forward search algorithm to estimate the boundaries of the SOM component plane with 48 training samples. The upper panel of figure ([1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) shows a plot of stress versus map size, and the corresponding chi-square test is displayed in the lower panel. This figure clearly demonstrates that the decrease of stress becomes unnoticeable when the number of map size figure ([1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) reaches 30, and that the probability P of the chi-square test exceeds the 95% significance level at this point (marked by red vertical lines in figure ([1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"})). In the subsequent calculations, the two proposed classification models were applied to SOMs with map size 10 × 3. The final mean test error E(T~error~) of model one is 2.4% and model two is 4%, as shown in Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The low misclassification rate obtained from the leukemia data was not surprising, as the expression structure of ALL and AML was rather distinguishable in figure ([2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), where 60% of the SOM reference vectors (18 feature map units) were differentially expressed between the two types of tumors. The performance of other machine learning approaches on the leukemia data give test errors ranging from 2.62% to 5.88% Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). We also compared our predicted marker genes with the 50 marker genes from the original publication \[[@B9]\], and of these, 28 were detected by our model two.

###### 

Comparison of test error against literature and an independent test. a) The test error of supervised clustering from \[[@B5]\]. b) The test error of weighted voting on leukemia data from \[[@B9]\], on brain tumor data from \[[@B16]\]. c) The test error of support vector machines from \[[@B7]\]. d) The test error of the boosting method on leukemia and NCI data from \[[@B6]\], on colon data from \[[@B4]\]. e) The test error of nearest neighbors on leukemia and NCI data from \[[@B6]\], on colon data from \[[@B4]\]. f) The test error of an independent test, by using the same data set that had been tested on our proposed models with the t-test and Fisher\'s linear discriminant. Here, NA means that the test error is not available, because we either did not find classification results in the literature (i.e. weighted voting, support vector machines, boosting and nearest neighbors) or the model was not able to perform multiple class classification.

                                                               Leukemia (2 class)   Colon (2 class)   Brain (5 class)   NCI (8 class)
  ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------
  Model one (manual feature selection): mean test error        2.4%                 12.27%            10%               24%
  Model one (manual feature selection): median test error      4%                   13.64%            8.82%             22.73%
  Model two (automatic feature selection): mean test error     4%                   11.36%            13.53%            22.27%
  Model two (automatic feature selection): median test error   4%                   11.36%            14.71%            22.73%
  a\) Supervised clustering                                    2.62%                15.95%            16.86%            26.5%
  b\) Weighted voting                                          4.17%                NA                16.67%            NA
  c\) Support vector machines                                  5.88%                9.68%             NA                NA
  d\) Boosting                                                 2.94%                17.7%             NA                42.86%
  e\) Nearest neighbors                                        2.94%                19.4%             NA                42.86%
  f\) T-test plus Fisher\'s linear discriminant                4%                   18%               NA                NA

Colon cancer
------------

Using Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays, expression levels of 40 tumor and 22 normal colon tissues were measured for 6500 human genes. A dataset containing intensities of 2000 genes in 22 normal and 40 tumor colon tissues was available from \[[@B2]\], where the genes were chosen to give the highest minimal intensity across all samples. The data were pre-processed by transforming the raw intensities to base 10 logarithmic values and standardizing each sample to zero mean and variance one.

For the colon data set, we found that 92 (23 × 4) SOM reference vectors may well explain the input gene space of all training samples, as shown in figure ([1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), where the P value of the chi-square test also increases beyond the 95% threshold. Thus, the classification of colon tissues into normal and tumor tissues was based on the data distribution of 92 SOM reference vectors. Because the classification results obtained from FCC were poor, in the application of model one, we chose to use the mean component planes of each tissue type, shown in figure ([2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), for the visualization of gene expression structure and for manual feature selection. From figure ([2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we found that the expression patterns of normal and tumor colon tissue were extremely similar, where only around 8.7% of SOM reference vectors (8 feature map units) had distinct expression levels between two types of colon tissues (marked by light green squares). This may explain the poor classification results obtained on the colon data set using other methods, see Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The mean test error E(T~error~) in model one is 12.27%, and in model two it is 11.36%. The test error of both models was superior to supervised clustering, and approaches the lowest misclassification rate (9.68%) we have found in the literature (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This low value was achieved by the use of support vector machines. For the colon data set, no genuine marker genes were available. Therefore, we verified biological functions of our predicted marker genes (50 genes) from the model two, and found that 7 genes were ribosomal protein genes and smooth muscle related genes. This finding was in agreement with previous studies \[[@B2]\] in that expression levels of ribosomal protein genes are relatively low in normal colon tissues and high in colon tumor tissues; and conversely that smooth muscle related genes had high intensities in normal tissues and low intensities in tumors.

Brain tumors
------------

Having obtained good performance on datasets with two classes, we next test the proposed models on a more complicated data set, consisting of 42 brain tumor samples containing 10 medulloblastomas (MD), 10 maglignant gliomas (Mglio), 10 atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors (Rhab), 8 primitive neuroectodermal (PNET) and 4 normal cerebella tumors (Ncer). The gene expression profiles of 42 patient samples were obtained from oligonucleotide microarrays containing probes for 6817 genes. The raw expression data were subjected to a variation filter that excluded genes showing minimal variation across all samples \[[@B16]\]. The expression rates were log transformed and normalized by standardizing each sample to a mean of 0 and a variance of 1.

With this data set, 56 SOM reference vectors (14 × 4) were considered as a reasonable subspace of the original high dimensional expression data, with a P = 99.23% for a chi-square test (figure ([1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"})). Based on the configuration of 56 SOM reference vectors, we applied two classifier models to predict the marker genes of each type of tumor class. From model one, the difficulties of multi-class classifications (the number of classes greater than 3) were easily visualized by the expression patterns of five brain tumor classes (weighted component planes). In figure ([2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), a large number of overlapping structures among five types of brain tumors were readily visible, indicating that some tumor classes may share some of the same activated genes with other classes, *i.e.*some map units were highly expressed across all five classes (the last two rows of the weighted component planes in figure ([2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"})). Mglia and Ncer type tumor shared a number of map units that had the same trend in up regulation or down regulation, and the expression pattern of PNET type tumors had strong correlation with MD. Therefore, the manual selection of feature map units in model one was based on the internal structures of each class (marked by light green squares in figure ([2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"})). In model two, the selection of feature map units was only considered by a statistical significance test (PFLD) that has commonly been used in other types of classification models \[[@B5]\]. Both our models produced classification errors lower than those previously reported. The mean test error of model one was 10%, and model two, which is unsupervised, resulted in a 13.53% error. This result also indicated that model one was more robust on noisy data. Additionally, we found that most of the misclassified samples appeared in the PNET type of tumors. The tumors were often falsely labelled as Mglia, MD or Ncer. This problem was also mentioned in the original paper \[[@B16]\], where weighted voting was applied to the same 42 samples. They found 7 misclassifications, and 4 of them were primitive neuroectodermal tumors. This demonstrated that the tumor classes shared common expression patterns (figure [2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, MD with PNET and Mglia with Ncer), which may dramatically reduce the performance of a machine learning algorithm, resulting in an increased error rate. Thus, we concluded that the internal structure of the catalogue of tumor classes has a potential effect in tumor classification and marker gene prediction. Additionally, we compared our predicted marker genes (around 110 genes) of the model two with 50 marker genes that had been manually selected in the original paper \[[@B16]\], and found 20 of them were identical in both studies.

NCI60 data
----------

The NCI60 data set contained 61 cell lines derived from human cancers from a variety of tissues and organs; 5 central nervous system (CNS), 9 renal, 9 breast, 9 non-small-lung (NSCLC), 6 ovarian, 8 leukemia, 7 colon and 8 melanoma, and the data set included approximately 8000 distinct genes in each cDNA array \[[@B17]\]. Here, we tested our two models on a data subset with 6665 genes and 61 samples, where all genes had less than 20% missing values across the 8 classes. The missing data were imputed by the k-nearest neighbour algorithm \[[@B15]\], raw ratios were log2 transformed and standardized by using a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 across samples.

We first summarized the input gene space into an optimally selected subspace, SOM, where the chi-square test of the efficiency of dimensional reduction figure ([1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) suggested that 54 SOM reference vectors would be a good approximation of the features of the original number of genes (P = 99.97%). According to the \"configuration\" of this optimally selected SOM (map size 9 × 6), the two proposed models were used to predict marker genes and to classify test samples into 8 classes. An overview of 8 weighted component planes (8 tumor classes), as shown in figure ([2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), displayed a high degree of interconnection among the 8 tumor classes. For instance, the renal type of cancer cell lines had an expression structure almost identical to the NSCLC cell lines, where highly expressed genes only gathered at the lower right part of the component planes. Also, both renal and NSCLC cell lines showed a strong similarity with ovarian cancer. Activated genes in breast cancer cell lines were often shared by CNS, leukemia and melanoma type of cancers; and same overlapping structures also existed between leukemia and colon cancer cell lines. Moreover, the SOM also indicated that the internal structure of NCI60 data was much more complicated than the brain tumor data, *i.e.*3 or 4 cancer classes shared the same gene cluster, while 8 classes were to be classified. Because of this gene cluster sharing, it was not unexpected that our mean test error rate on NCI60 data was dramatically higher than for the other data sets, for model one E(T~error~) = 24% and model two E(T~error~) = 22.73%. Although the misclassification rate was high compared to that achieved on the other three data sets, our proposed models performed better on the NCI60 data than any other classification models available in the literature (Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"})). As can be seen, the misclassification rates reported from other approaches varied between 26.5% and 42.86%. Additionally, we identified two groups of cancer classes, (NSCLC and ovarian cancer cell lines) and (breast cancer cell lines, CNS and melanoma cancer cell lines), where incorrectly assigned class labels often came from the same group. There were around 83% misclassified samples belonging to the above two groups, emphasizing that the internal structure of the classes and class size had a strong influence on the performance of classification models. To test the robustness of our predicted marker genes (around 140 genes) by model two, we collected a list of genes (around 400) known to be related to tissue characteristics in the cell lines \[[@B17]\] and found that 34 of our predicted marker genes belonged to this list.

Discussion
==========

Microarray data analysis has some similarity with information theory, where one of the central tasks is compression. In order to obtain optimal compression, an optimal machine learning approach that discovers and exploits subtle patterns in the data is required. For that reason, given the ability to ignore the noise inherent in expression data, and given the ability to find expression pattern features among various tumor classes, then it would be possible to identify the real marker genes of each type of tumor class. Our proposed models both meet the above requirements usefully, where the noisy gene expression profiles are first summarized into SOM with optimally selected map units (estimated by stress function), then the feature selection is performed on the weighted/mean component plane, by either manual feature selection (model one), or automatic feature selection (model two). The test error rates obtained from our models were generally better than those reported for other classification methods, *i.e.*supervised clustering, weighted voting and nearest neighbours etc. In particular, model one provided the best misclassification rate on brain tumor data (5 classes, around 6% improvement) and NCI60 data (8 classes, around 4% improvement) when compared with available results from the literature (see Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"})). Given the improvement from the proposed models, the models are potentially very attractive for multi-class tumor classification using gene expression data.

We have also compared the performance differences among various classification methods according to the class size of data. Normally, simple discrimination methods and well designed classification models (i.e. our models considering the expression features) have similar performance on binary classes, i.e. the test error of the proposed models and supervised clustering on leukemia is between 2.4% and 4%, on colon data between 11.36% and 15.95%; and other methods had 2.94% to 5.88% on leukemia, 9.68% to 19.4% on colon data Table ([1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, clear differences were found in multi-class problems where the designed classification models gave an almost 50% reduction in the misclassification rate compared to others (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). More detailed discussions of comparisons may be found in \[[@B5]\]. We further investigated the possible effect of different feature selection procedures on tumor classification and marker gene prediction. In model one, the prediction of marker genes is determined by the combination of internal structures of classes and statistical significance tests of expression levels. In model two and in supervised clustering, only the statistical significance tests are considered. In other words, model one may avoid predicting genes that have statistical significance, but no real biological significance across all tumor samples \[[@B6]\]. This is a likely explanation for why model two had a similar performance as supervised clustering, whereas our model one had better performance than supervised clustering on some data sets, as seen in figure ([4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It may also be inferred that the link to other information, *i.e.*internal structure of the classes, clinical data of the samples, gene sequence information or gene functional information \[[@B13]\], with the statistical significance test of gene expression data in the prediction of markers, may lower the test error rate of tumor classification. Thus, feature selection plays an essential role in tumor classification and marker gene prediction using microarray data.

![Test set error as a function of mean class size of the data set.](1471-2105-4-60-4){#F4}

Finally, the rich visualization features (weighted/mean component plane figure ([2](#F2){ref-type="fig"})) of the proposed models provide an opportunity to make a systematic examination of other possible effects that may influence the tumor classification using expression profiles. As mentioned previously, we identified two reasons for the poor classification performance that were related to the biology underlying the data, rather than to the technical aspects of the classification models. They are (1) class size and (2) the internal structure of the classes. Figure ([4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) shows the test set error rate as a function of the mean class size of the data. There is a clear trend for the test error rate to decrease with increasing class size. The reason is that classes of large size are more likely to be learned by classification models. The second important factor that determines the test error rate of a data set is the internal structure of the classes. figure ([2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows the gene expression structures of various tumor classes in each data set. As can be seen for binary classes, the leukemia data set had a more clear and distinguishable structure than did the colon data set. Their relative test error rate in figure ([4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) showed a strong correlation with their class structure, while data sets with more overlapping structures among classes gave higher test error rates. The same phenomenon was also found with multiple classes, *i.e.*brain tumors and NCI60 data as shown in figure ([4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Such overlapping structures (the same genes shared by a number of tumor classes) are biologically understandable, as genes tend to work in a complex and highly interacting manner \[[@B13]\]. Current microarray data only represent a snapshot of the dynamic gene interactions in the real world, and the static state of experimental data lack the information to describe the interaction of different biochemical processes inherent in biology. Therefore, the first factor (class size) may sometimes be easily overcome by an increase in the sample size of each class, i.e. collecting tumor tissue from more patients. The second factor is quite difficult to overcome. Either new techniques in experimental design or extra information (i.e. internal structure of classes or gene functional information etc.) is needed to guide the classification models. However, the second factor will always set a limitation for tumor classification using microarray data. That is to say, to a certain degree a number of tumor samples will not be correctly classified, and the misclassification will occur for every classification model if there are intersections among multiple tumor classes.

Conclusions
===========

We have proposed two novel models for classification of tumors using microarray data. Our model one gave the best test error rate on four published data sets, when compared to other results in the literature. Particularly for multi-class problems, our models represent approximately a 4% improvement (NCI60 dataset) in error rate compared to other classification models. Additionally, we explored the importance of feature selection on tumor classification and marker gene prediction. The main limitations in tumor classification from microarray data are related to the biology underlying the data in terms of (1) the class size of data and (2) the internal structure of classes. These limitations are not aspects of the classification models used. A future development of our approach may be to design a numerical score to assess the complexity of overlapping structures among multiple tumor classes.

Methods
=======

Estimation of boundaries in the SOM component plane using a stress function
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

### The SOM component plane

The SOM approach is one of the most popular machine learning approaches, and is based on unsupervised competitive learning \[[@B11]\]. In our models, the SOM acts as a dimensionality reduction tool, which reassembles the data distribution of raw expression profiles by a two-dimensional SOM component plane with an optimally selected map size. Each component plane describes a gene expression structure of a tumor sample or a class, and the component plane is displayed by taking from each map the value of the component, and depicting this as a color on the grid. As presented in our previous study \[[@B21]\], a SOM component plane may reveal the essential biological difference among various tumor classes found through microarray data. But it remains a challenge to systematically estimate the boundaries of SOM reference vectors.

### Stress function

To estimate the number of SOM reference vectors that best fit the data distribution of a high dimensional input space, we used a forward searching algorithm with a stress function to detect the boundaries of SOM reference vectors. The general form of the stress function is as follows:

\[∑∑ (F~ij~- D~ij~)^2^/ ∑∑D~ij~^2^\]^1/2^

In this equation, F~ij~and D~ij~is a dissimilarity measure (1 - the correlation coefficient of SOM reference vectors) in m\'s and m+1\'s iteration, m = 1,2, \... maximum number of iterations. The forward searching algorithm starts with 2 map units, during each iteration another 2 map units are added in both the row and column of the SOM. Then, a stress value is calculated. We expect that the true dimensionality of data will be revealed by the rate of decline of stress as the map units increase. A chi-square test is used to estimate the quality of the fit of newly increased SOM reference vectors, and we assume that the stress value has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with the degrees of freedom given as: (the difference of SOM row number units between adjacent iterations - 1) times (the difference of SOM column number units between adjacent iterations - 1). If the probability of the chi-square test is greater than 0.95, then the forward searching algorithm stops. In this case, we increase the number of map units until there is no significant change in the \"configuration\" of SOM reference vectors. At this point, we consider this the optimal number of SOM reference. We used the SOM toolbox built into Matlab \[[@B20]\] to perform the SOM calculations and to produce the SOM visualizations.

Manual feature selection: fuzzy c-means clustering and weighted/mean SOM component planes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Fuzzy c-means clustering

Fuzzy c-means clustering (FCC) has previously been used by Gasch etc. to identify overlap clusters of yeast genes based on microarray gene expression data \[[@B8]\]. In their study, the use of FCC resulted in a good performance when extracting biological insights from gene expression data. Below is a brief description of the FCC algorithm \[[@B3]\]: Given an input data space X = {x~1m~, x~2m~,\...,x~nm~}, where n is the number of tumor samples and m is the dimension of the gene space, we assume the existence of C clusters (tumor class), whose centers are unknown and are given the initial values C={y~10~, y~20~,\... y~C0~}. The degree of membership of x~im~in class C~k~is denoted by a C by n matrix U, the elements of U must satisfy the following constraints:

∑~i=1,\...C~U~ik=1~; U~ik~∈ \[0,1\];

we are interested in minimizing the following cost:

J(U) = ∑~i=1,\...n~∑~j=1,\...C~U^α^~ji~\|\| X~i~- C~j~\|\|^2^, α \> 1;

The parameter α controls the degree of fuzziness in the process. The following algorithm finds a solution that converges to a local minimum of J(U). (1) Initialize C and U randomly. (2) set α \>1. (3) For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ C calculate membership values U~ji~= 1/\[∑~k=1,\...C~(\|\|X~i~- C~j~\|\|^2/(α-1)^/\|\|X~i~- C~k~\|\|^2/(α-1)^)\]. (4) For 1 ≤ j ≤ C update the cluster centers by C~j~= (∑~i=1,\...n~U^α^~ji~X~i~)/(∑~i=1,\...n~U^α^~ji~). (5) The process stops when the difference in the U~ji~\'s between two consecutive iterations is smaller than a given tolerance ε; otherwise go to step 3.

It may be especially advantageous to introduce fuzzy sets in tumor classification, where frequently unlabeled tumor samples may not necessarily be clear members of one class or another. Using crisp techniques, an ambiguous sample will be assigned to one class only, resulting in an aura of precision and definiteness to the assignment that is not warranted. On the other hand, fuzzy techniques will specify to what degree the object belongs to each class, which is information that will frequently be useful \[[@B3]\]. For instance, if we apply the FCC on the optimally selected SOM, we then use its fuzzy membership values to construct a weighted SOM component plane of each type of tumor class figure ([2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By visual inspection of the component plane, we may identify some important expression features of the tumor class.

### Weighted/Mean component plane

By introducing the fuzzy membership value U~ks~into the SOM component plane, we can generate the weighted component plane W~Ck~= \[∑~s=1,\...p~(U~ks~W~rs~)\]/(∑~s=1,\...p~U~ks~) for each type of tumor class C~k~, where W~rs~is the SOM reference vectors, r is the map size and p is the number of tumor samples that is labelled as class C~k~. The mean component plane Ĉ~k~= ∑~s=1,\...p~W~rs~/p simply represents the data distribution of the mean SOM component plane of p tumor samples, where the class label is given by prior knowledge. The exploration of clustering structures, and the manual selection of SOM feature map units can be easily achieved by parallel visualization of the weighted/mean component plane of all tumor classes. By examination of the weighted/mean component plane, we obtain an improved understanding of the gene expression structure of each class, and thus in the prediction of marker genes.

Automatic feature selection: pair-wise Fisher\'s linear discriminant
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our goal might be to automatically identify a set of genes or feature SOM reference vectors that have significant expression difference across all classes. The difference score d(i) to determine the significance of these changes can be defined in terms of the Fisher\'s linear discriminant \[[@B10]\]. For example, a set of n tumor samples that consists of k non-overlapping subclasses, such that the tumor subtype y~j~∈ {1,2,\...,k}. Define C~k~= {j: y~j~= k}. Let n~k~= number of tumor samples in C~k~. The average gene expression in each subclass is x~k~(i) = ∑~j∈C(k)~x~j~(i)/n~k~and the average gene expression for all n samples is x(i) = ∑~j~x~j~(i)/n. Then define: r(i) = {(∑~k~n~k~/∏~k~n~k~) ∑~k~n~k~\[x~k~(i) - x(i)\]^2^}^1/2^is the between-group-sum of squares, s(i) = {\[∑~k~(1/n~k~)/∑~k~(n~k~- 1)\] ∑~k~∑~j∈C(k)~\[x~j~(i) - x~k~(i)\]^2^}^1/2^is the within-group-sum of squares and d(i) = r(i)/(s(i) + s~0~); i = 1,\...,m; m is the number of available genes; the value of s~0~was chosen as the median value of s(i).

An important issue of the prediction of significant features is cross-validation, which tries to minimize potentially confounding effects from the differences in various tumor samples. Cross validation of the selected feature can be accomplished by leaving out a portion of the data, building a prediction rule on the remaining data. For that reason, we developed a pair-wise Fisher\'s linear discriminant (PFLD) by randomly deleting part of (i.e., 5%) tumor samples from each class C~k~at a time, followed by pair-wise comparison of all the classes and computing the difference score d~p~(i). The whole process is repeated P times and the final expected difference is d~E~(i) = ∑~p~d~p~(i)/P. We set P equal to 100 to ensure that the pair-wise Fisher\'s linear discriminant analysis provides a more realistic estimate of the significant feature than one can expect when applying the predictor to independently collected tumor samples. For the selection of significant genes that can maximize the classification performance, we fit the expected significance score d~E~to an empirical cumulative distribution function F(d~E~) that is defined as F(d~E~) = (Number of significant scores ≤ d~E~) / (Total number of significant scores) for all values in d~E~. Thus, the significant genes (F(d~E~) ≥ 90%) may be automatically identified.

Classifier design: the selection of marker genes
------------------------------------------------

In microarray data analysis, a more ambitious, difficult, and potentially useful computational problem than clustering, *i.e.*classifier design, refers to the identification of a few typical genes from all available gene expression profiles. Once they are defined, a classifier is capable of labeling every tumor sample in the entire sample collection. Sometimes this is termed as supervised learning (in this context we are learning the genes\' biological contribution in each type of tumor). By the combination of above three techniques (optimally selected SOM, FCC and PFLD), we have created two types of classifier models. Model one is implemented with manual feature selection and model two is applied with automatic feature selection to predict the marker gene of each type of tumor class. The detailed illustration of these models is shown in figure ([5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Some features of the proposed models will be explained here: First, the preprocessing of microarray data was essential in that different choices may affect the outcome of comparison. Thus, we followed exactly the preprocessing protocol in \[[@B5]\], i.e. thresholding, filtering, a logarithmic transformation, and a standardization of each dataset that enables us to have a fair comparison with other methods. After the preprocessing, each dataset was subjected to model one and model two (see figure ([5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) for the further details), where no preprocessing steps were involved in the cross validation. Secondly, for both models, the marker genes obtained from each run will subsequently be used to predict class labels of the test dataset (randomly selecting 1/3 of all learning samples) and to calculate the test-set error T~error~. Finally, for a possible comparison between two proposed models, the number of feature map units (m) used by the automatic feature selection (model two) is defined as m = number of tumor classes times β, where β is a parameter that leads m has the closest value to the size of feature map units that were identified by manual feature selection (model one).

![**Diagrams of proposed two classifier models.a)**The model one with the manual feature selection. **b)**The model two with the automatic feature selection.](1471-2105-4-60-5){#F5}
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